Devotion is a union of stained glass, water-jet technology and hand-cut artistry. High-end fashion and natural organic shapes inspire nine patterns and thirty colors which make up this incredibly diverse collection. Colors range from rich bold tones to basic neutrals and take on three-dimensional qualities through the layering of texture, mirror and iridescent surfaces.

**Patterns**

Five water-jet and four hand-cut patterns can be customized using any combination of colors from our Devotion color palette. Visit www.glassstile.com to create your perfect combination with our custom blend tool. Sheet measurements vary depending on pattern. Devotion mosaics are tape-face mounted.

*All patterns below shown in Silver Cloud Blend.*

- **City Lights**
  - Sheet Size: 12" x 11 1/16"
- **Zest**
  - Sheet Size: 11 15/16" x 12"
- **Echo**
  - Sheet Size: 15 9/16" x 11 15/16"
- **Polaroid**
  - Sheet Size: 13" x 12 9/16"
- **Swank**
  - Sheet Size: 12 3/4" x 12 5/8"
- **Bond**
  - Sheet Size: 11 13/16" x 11 13/16"
- **Vogue**
  - Sheet Size: 12 3/8" x 12 3/8"
- **Mariposa**
  - Sheet Size: 14 13/16" x 9 3/8"
- **Cathedral**
  - Sheet Size: 13 5/16" x 13 5/16"
Shown here: Polaroid pattern shown in Light Smoke
Photo by: Chipper-Hatter
From spa environments to focal walls, Devotion is the perfect product for your element of surprise. Devotion art glass is intended for use on walls only, including wet applications where the tile is not submerged.
Thirty colors are available to customize the Devotion patterns. Each color has its own individual characteristics that include color movement, texture, mirror and iridescent finishes. Colors shown are a section of the art glass sheet. No two sheets are the same, variation will occur within each color from sheet to sheet.

COLOR VARIATION SCALE: 1 | Uniform color throughout*  2 | Slight variation in color and movement**  3 | Wide variation in movement  4 | Wide variation in color and movement

*Color describes the color of an art glass sheet. **Movement describes the way the color shifts and moves within an art glass sheet.
Please visit www.glasstile.com/Devotion to view each color in a more comprehensive context.
***Note: Gold, Silver Leaf, Water Mirror and Smoke Mirror are not suitable for wet applications.
From conception to inception this Vogue pattern is shown in Gold, Medium Beige, Light & Dark Brown and Sugar Cane as seen in the blend tool on page 6.